P O Box 1502 HOEDSPRUIT 1380
NO 14, Safari Junction
Main Road Hoedspruit

Tel: 015 793 0267
(South Africa only) Fax: 086 684 0514
Email: rvhoa@mweb.co.za

18 July 2018
Dear Member
2018 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF RAPTOR’S VIEW HOME OWNERS’
ASSOCIATION NPC
The 2018 AGM will be held on Saturday, 4 August 2018 at 10:00 at the White Rhino Hall
(behind the Pick n Pay centre), Hoedspruit.
Attached are the following documents pertaining to the meeting:
1.

Agenda

2.

Notice of the Meeting, including:

3.

a.

“A” - Minutes of the previous annual general meeting;

b.

“B” - Annual financial statements for the financial year ended 28 February 2018;

c.

“C” - A company profile of Ferreira, Venter, Laws and Nel;

d.

“D” – Quotation from Rainbow Reserves;

e.

“E” – Mark-up of the proposed amendments to the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate
Rules;

f.

“F” – Proxy Form.

Chairperson’s Report

Please also take note that only Members whose levy and special levy accounts are up to
date will be entitled to vote at the AGM.
Kind regards,

The Board
RVHOA
Directors: J Scorer; R Braun; F Scherf; B Saverton; L Henderson

P O Box 1502 HOEDSPRUIT 1380
NO 14, Safari Junction
Main Road Hoedspruit

Tel: 015 793 0267
(South Africa only) Fax: 086 684 0514

Email: rvhoa@mweb.co.za

Annual General Meeting of the Raptor’s View Home Owners’ Association NPC to be
held on 4 August 2018 at 10:00 at the White Rhino Hall (behind the Pick n Pay
centre), Hoedspruit.
______________________________________________________________________________
AGENDA
1.

Signing of Attendance Register

2.

Welcome & Introduction

3.

Apologies

4.

Confirmation of the Minutes of the AGM held on 19 August 2017

5.

Matters Arising

6.

Chairperson’s Report

7.

Estate Management Report

8.

Presentation of the Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 28 February 2018

9.

Resolutions

10.

General
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF RAPTOR’S VIEW HOME OWNERS’
ASSOCIATION NPC
(Registration Number 2001/000705/08)
Notice is hereby given to members that the annual general meeting of Raptor’s View Home Owners’
Association NPC (“the Association”) for the year ended February 2018 will be held at the White
Rhino Hall (behind the Pick n Pay centre), Hoedspruit on Saturday, 4 August 2018, at 10h00 to
consider, and, if deemed fit, pass, with or without modification, the ordinary resolutions and special
resolutions set out hereunder in accordance with the Companies Act, 71 of 2008 (“the Act”).
1
1.1

Resolutions for Consideration and Adoption
Approval of Minutes of Previous Annual General Meeting
Ordinary Resolution Number 1:
“THAT the minutes of the previous annual general meeting of the Association held on
19 August 2017 be and are hereby approved.”
Explanatory note:
The minutes of the previous annual general meeting of the Association held on 19
August 2017 were circulated to members on 25 August 2017. A copy of the minutes is
also annexed hereto as “A” for ease of reference.

1.2

Presentation of Audited Annual Financial Statements
Ordinary Resolution Number 2:
“THAT the audited annual financial statements of the Association for the financial year
ended 28 February 2018 be and are hereby presented to the members of the
Association."
Explanatory note:
In terms of section 30(3) of the Act, the annual financial statements of the Association
are required to be presented to members after the statements have been approved by
the board of directors of the Association (“the Board”).

Directors: J Scorer; R Braun; F Scherf; B Saverton; L Henderson
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The complete audited annual financial statements of the Association for the financial
year ended 28 February 2018 are annexed hereto as “B”.
1.3

Appointment of Auditors
Ordinary Resolution Number 3:
“THAT Ferreira, Venter, Laws & Nel be reappointed as the auditors of the Association
until the conclusion of the next annual general meeting.”
Explanatory note:
The Association is required each year at its annual general meeting to appoint an
auditor who complies with the requirements of set out in clause 18.1.1 of its
memorandum of incorporation.
The Board is satisfied with the level of service rendered by Ferreira, Venter, Laws &
Nel (“FVLN”), a firm of auditors situated in Tzaneen, and that FVLN meets the
requirements set out in clause 18.1.1 of the Association’s memorandum of
incorporation, and recommends FVLN’s reappointment as the auditors of the
Association for the following year.
A company profile of FVLN is annexed hereto as “C”.

1.4

Approval of Capital Expenditure
Ordinary Resolution Number 4:
“THAT, in terms of clause 14.7.3 of the Association’s memorandum of incorporation,
the board of directors of the Association be and is hereby authorised to incur, on behalf
of the Association, capital expenditure in the amount of R980,950.00 (nine hundred and
eighty thousand nine hundred and fifty rand) for the purpose of acquiring and erecting
a second zinc coated steel tank from Rainbow Reserves.”
Explanatory note:
In terms of clause 14.7.3 of the Association’s memorandum of incorporation, the Board
is not entitled to incur capital expenditure exceeding R100,000.00 per annum not
included in the estimate prepared in terms of clause 25.2 unless such expenditure has
been approved in terms of an ordinary resolution of members.
In the light of the success of phase 1 of the water project, the Board wishes to erect an
additional water tank to double the capacity of the water backup supply system.
The cost of the additional water tank amounts to R980,950.00 (nine hundred and eighty
thousand nine hundred and fifty rand), comprising the following:
Tank and installation

R 760 000
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Berm and valves

R 33 000

Crane hire

R 35 000

Additional pipes

R 15 000

P and G

R 10 000

Total VAT Inc

R 853 000

15% contingency (for unforeseen exp)

R 127 950

Total

R 980 950

Detailed information regarding the material and services to be provided by Rainbow
Reserves is set out in the quotation annexed hereto as “D”.
The effect of this ordinary resolution, if adopted, will be to confer authority on the Board,
in terms of clause 14.7.3 of the Association’s memorandum of incorporation, to incur
capital expenditure on behalf of the Association in the amount of R980,950.00 (nine
hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred and fifty rand) for the purpose of acquiring
and erecting a second zinc coated steel tank from Rainbow Reserves.
1.5

Amendments to the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Home Owners’ Rules
Special Resolution Number 1:
“THAT the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Home Owners’ Rules be amended by the
deletion of the time “06:30” in the fourth line of paragraph 5.6 and the replacement
thereof with the time “7:30”.”
Explanatory Note:
Clause 24.2 of the Association’s memorandum of incorporation provides that any
amendments to the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Home Owners’ Rules (“the Home
Owners’ Rules”) require the prior written approval of members in terms of a special
resolution.
During the process of voting on the adoption of the new Home Owners’ Rules, the Board
received a number of queries from members who were concerned that 06:30 in the
morning is too early for the use of power tools on Mondays to Fridays.
The Board agrees with the view that this time is too early and wishes to propose the
aforegoing amendment to Home Owners’ Rules.
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The effect of this special resolution, if adopted, will be to amend the Home Owners’
Rules to preclude members from using power tools before 07:30 in the morning from
Mondays to Fridays.
A mark-up of paragraph 5.6 of the Home Owners Rules reflecting the effect of the
proposed amendment is set out in annexure “E” hereto.
1.6

Amendments to the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Architectural Rules
Special Resolution Number 2:
“THAT the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Architectural Rules be amended by the
insertion of the following new paragraph 5.2A immediately after paragraph 5.2:
“5.2A

In the event that a Building Project concerns the construction of new buildings
or extensions and external alterations to existing buildings on a Residential
Portion, the Member wishing to undertake such Building Project shall procure
that:

5.2A.1

prior to the submission of plans to the Board in respect of such Building
Project in terms of paragraph 5.2, the Residential Portion is surveyed by
a qualified and registered land surveyor; and

5.2A.2

the plans submitted to the Board in respect of such Building Project are
accompanied by an electronic and a hard copy of the survey diagram of
the Residential Portion prepared pursuant to paragraph 5.2A.1, which
depicts the situation of the existing or proposed structures on the
Residential Portion in relation to neighbouring Residential Portions and
the boundary lines of the Residential Portion on which the new buildings
or extensions and external alterations are proposed to be built.”

Explanatory Note:
Clause 24.2 of the Association’s memorandum of incorporation provides that any
amendments to the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Architectural Rules (“the Architectural
Rules”) require the prior written approval of members in terms of a special resolution.
It has recently come to the Board’s attention that several structures constructed on
residential portions may or do encroach on neighbouring portions or common property.
The Board therefore wishes to propose the above amendment to the Architectural
Rules to ensure that, when it is considering plans, it has the necessary information to
ascertain whether the proposed work would give rise to an encroachment or if there is
an existing encroachment required to be remedied.
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The effect of this special resolution, if adopted, will be to amend the Architectural Rules
to require members to submit to the Board a survey diagram together with their plans
for the construction of any new buildings or extensions or additions to existing buildings.
A mark-up of the Architectural Rules reflecting the insertion of the proposed amendment
is set out in annexure “E” hereto.
Special Resolution Number 3:
“THAT the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Architectural Rules be amended by:
(a)

the deletion of paragraph 11.4 in its entirety and the replacement thereof with the
following new paragraph 11.4:

“11.4

Carports, Covered Patios, Pergolas, Bomas / Lapas.

11.4.1

Carports, covered patios and pergolas must be constructed with gum poles
with one of the following approved coverings:

11.4.1.1

pitched thatch roofs with or without gables;

11.4.1.2

approved Lath Sunscreens or Lath screening walls to conceal or
contain the area;

11.4.1.3

mesh reinforced waterproofed screed on Lath support with a 100
millimetre fall over 6 metres (the colour of the waterproofing must be
black to match aged thatch);

11.4.1.4

Lath Sunscreens covered by translucent polycarbonate sheeting
concealed behind a Lath facia and not visible from common areas or
neighbouring Residential Portions;

11.4.1.5

canvas covering, provided that prior written approval therefor is
obtained from the Board; or

11.4.1.6

Lath roofs or pergola roof sunscreens with a maximum permitted angle
of roof of 5 degrees covered by factory powder coated steel sheeting
which is dark brown or black in colour (which colour shall be approved
by the Board prior to installation) and concealed behind a Lath facia
on all exposed sides, provided that the aforesaid materials are
depicted on the plans submitted to the Board for approval in terms of
paragraph 5.2 with detailed cross sections, specifications and
provided further that prior written approval therefor is obtained from
the Board. A diagram depicting the minimum requirements for the
aforesaid steel roof sheeting is set out below.
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11.4.2

(b)

“11.7

The installation of solar panels on the roofs referred to in
paragraph 11.4.1.6 shall be permitted with the prior written approval of the
Board, provided that such solar panels are concealed and detailed on the
plans submitted to the Board for approval in terms of paragraph 5.2.”

the deletion of paragraph 11.7 in its entirety and the replacement thereof with the
following new paragraph 11.7:
General
Subject to paragraph 11.4, no metal sheeting or shade netting is to be used as
roofing material on any Residential Portion.”

Explanatory Note:
Clause 24.2 of the Association’s memorandum of incorporation provides that any
amendments to the Architectural Rules require the prior written approval of members
in terms of a special resolution.
Given their relatively flat pitch, lath roofs or pergola roof sunscreens provide a good
surface on which to install solar panels. However, in order to do so, it is necessary to
cover these roofs with steel sheeting so that the solar panels can be properly secured.
Given that the use of metal sheeting as roofing material is currently prohibited by
paragraph 11.7 of the Architectural Rules, the Board wishes to propose the above
amendment in order to permit members to install solar panels on lath roofs or pergola
roof sunscreens on their residential portions.
The effect of this special resolution, if adopted, will be to amend the Architectural Rules
to permit the Board to allow members to erect lath roofs or pergola sunscreens covered
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by a dark or black coloured factory powder coated steel sheeting and to erect solar
panels thereon with the prior approval of the Board.
A mark-up of paragraphs 11.4 and 11.7 of the Architectural Rules reflecting the effect
of the proposed amendments is set out in annexure “E” hereto.
2

Record Date
The Board has determined, in accordance with section 59(1)(a) and (b) of the Act, that the
record date for members to receive notice of the annual general meeting and on which
members must be registered as such in the register of members of the Association, to be
able to attend, participate in and vote at the annual general meeting is Friday, 20 July 2018.

3

Voting and Proxies

3.1

For each special resolution to be adopted, it must be supported by at least 75% (seventy
five percent) of the voting rights exercised on that resolution.

3.2

For each ordinary resolution to be adopted, it must be supported by more than 50%
(fifty percent) of the voting rights exercised on the resolution.

3.3

A member entitled to attend and vote at the annual general meeting is entitled to appoint
a proxy to attend, participate in and vote at the meeting in his or her place and such
proxy need not also be a member of the Association. A proxy form is annexed hereto
as “F” for the convenience of any members who cannot attend the annual general
meeting, but who wish to be represented.

3.4

All completed forms of proxy must be delivered to the Association as soon as possible
but in any event before the proxy exercises any rights of a member at the meeting.

4

Identification and Attendance
In terms of section 63(1) of the Act, any person attending or participating in the annual general
meeting must present reasonably satisfactory identification before he or she may attend or
participate in the meeting, and the person presiding at the meeting must be reasonably
satisfied that the right of any person to participate in and vote (as member or as proxy for a
member) has been reasonably verified. Suitable forms of identification will include the
presentation of a valid identity document, driver’s licence or passport.

By order of the board

………………………………..
Chairperson
Date: 18/07/2018

"A"

Co Reg No. 2001/000705/08
P O Box 1502 HOEDSPRUIT 1380
Unit, 14 Safari Junction
Main Street Hoedspruit

Tel: 015 793 0267
Fax: 086 6840514
Email: rvhoa@mweb.co.za

Raptor’s View Home Owners Association Annual General Meeting held
at the White Rhino Conference Centre, Hoedspruit,
on Saturday, 19th August 2017
Director’s Present:
Richard Braun
Dave Spencer
Janine Scorer
Rob Severin
Lovelle Henderson

RB
DS
JS
RS
LH

Director’s Apologies:
Jeremy Brown
Minutes recorded by R Saverton
1.

Signing of Attendance Register
Owners were requested to sign the attendance register as they arrived at the venue.

2.

Welcome
The necessary quorum being present and due notice of the meeting having been given
by the Board, RB welcomed all members present at 10:02 and declared the meeting
duly constituted. RB reminded all present to please raise their hand and state their
name and site number when speaking before the attendees for accurate recording
purposes. RB explained the purpose of the meeting.

3.

Apologies
Apologies and proxies were received at the RVHOA office and at this meeting from
Owners of the following Raptor’s View sites: RV012, RV013, RV016, RV018, RV020,
RV024, RV029, RV039, RV041, RV042, RV043, RV048, RV052, RV057, RV059, RV064,
RV074, RV082, RV095, RV111, RV115, RV125, RV134, RV138, RV139, RV141, RV143,
RV147, RV148, RV155, RV156, RV159, RV160, RV161, RV162, RV174, RV179, RV188,
RV192, RV199, RV209, RV210, RV211, RV219, RV221, RV222, RV232, RV233, RV234,
RV237, RV242, RV243, RV244, RV247, RV259, RV262, RV274, RV278, RV281, RV286,
RV288, RV289, RV291, RV303, RV310, RV311, RV312, RV320, RV321, & RV331

4.

Confirmation of the minutes of the AGM held on 6th August 2016
To be conducted via ballot after discussion of the Resolutions.

5.

Matters Arising
No matters were raised with regards to the previous year’s meeting.

6.

Chairman’s Report
RB reported that the biggest achievement to date is the transfer of the common
property. There was a sizeable reduction in Bad Debts amounting to R850k. Security
remains a high priority. Members should seriously consider installing silent alarms in
homes. Inter-estate meetings have been held to discuss common issues and solutions.
Care must always be taken with the presence of predators on the estate. Management
and staff were thanked for their hard work and contributions to the well-being of the
estate as a whole. Feeding of animals on the estate from houses is still an issue.
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Supplementary feeding programme is well maintained. There has been a significant
increase in the developing of sites, houses and alterations. RB discussed the water
tank storage project. Byron advised that the project should be completed by the end
of September. This will provide at least 3 days water supply to the estate and will also
equalise the incoming pressure. Installation of a pressure reducing valve is
recommended. A Telkom kick-off meeting is being held next Tuesday. Further
information will be communicated to members. The fence has been upgraded in
certain areas. Byron advised that the impact zone is being re-inforced. 2kms of the
fenceline has been re-done. K Hartshorne (298) asked if the next area to be addressed
will be the Zandspruit Western side of the fence. RB reported the reduction in bad debt
has been very successful. RB gave thanks to members who have provided assistance
without charge. Stefan Trichardt (Water project), Geoff & Cat Earnshaw & Adrian
Bailey (Telkom project), Sarah Solomon (The Raptor), Southern Cross Schools. Dr
Rogers, Protrack, Farmwatch. All persons have added a tremendous value to the wellbeing of the estate.
7.

Directors and Estate Management Report
RB asked if members present would like to raise questions with regards to the report.
K Hartshorne (298) – Speeding fines, KH would like to see more fines being issued and
the speed of drivers being reduced overall.

8.

Presentation of the 2017 Audited Financial Statements
RS reported that we have changed auditors from KPMG to FVLN. No major surprises in
terms of Income. Levies were increased by 7%. Expenses increased particularly for
road maintenance, office rental and also supplementary feeding. Security costs were
reduced due to a new service level agreement being signed. Bad debts have been
greatly reduced. Cash availability has increased, which will assist paying for ongoing
and new capital projects. RS stated that RV is in a good financial standing. Thanks
were given to Chris Gregory (221) for his assistance. Rob thanked the members for
allowing him to be a Board member. Thanks were given to Truter Jones for their
assistance.
E Simpson (164) – Restricted access for auditors. This is to be taken up with FVLN.
Rob replied that FVLN have given the Directors a full accountability report whereby
there were no areas of concern.
G Redeker (100) – Last paragraph of the audit report.
Once responses have been received from FVLN, they will be communicated to
members.

9.

Resolutions
RB ran through the resolutions and advised members to vote as they deem fit.
Ordinary Resolution Number 1 – Approval of minutes of AGM of 6th August 2016 – self
explanatory
Ordinary Resolution Number 2 – Approval of the Financial Statements year-ended 29
Feb 2017 – self explanatory
Ordinary Resolution Number 3 – Reappointment of FVLN as the auditors – self
explanatory
Ordinary Resolution Number 4 – Capex to purchase Unit 14 Safari Junction as the
RVHOA offices
K Hartshorne (100) - asked if any current or prospective Board members have any
conflict of interests or familial ties with the purchase of Unit 14. Board members
replied that they did not.
A McKechnie (307) - asked if there would be any financial return on the purchase of
Unit 14. M Henderson advised that over 10 years the property would pay for itself. RS
further advised that the availability of commercial space in Hoedspruit is reducing as
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the town expands. RB advised that available undeveloped sites in Safari Junction are
selling for about R1m. Byron added that the position of the office is very well located
as easy access from the estate.
E Simpson (164) - asked why the AGM was not being held at the offices. RB advised
that R50k is needed to fortify the mezzanine floor. This will not be conducted until
approval to purchase Unit 14 is granted by the members.
A Partington (171) – asked how we would be funding the purchase and if an
independent valuation has been conducted. RS advised that R1.8m is a very
reasonable price compared to other commercial sites in Hoedspruit.
Leigh Barkas (11) - stated that it is an excellent idea.
K Hartshorne (298) - stated that another advantage being that there would be
permanent office situation.
F Scherf (69) - stated that the purchase price is very reasonable.
L Hakkers (22) - asked who the current owner is. BW advised that it is Lezley
Alsworth-Elvey.
G-J Van der Grijn (22) – asked there are no funding costs are we paying cash. RB
replied that the funds are in the bank. G-J (22) asked if Site 10 was going to be sold.
RB replied that this is under investigation. RS advised that since the final placement of
the water tank was only recently agreed, site 10 was then still a possible location.
Once the sale of Site 10 has been fully investigated this will be distributed to
members.
L Brown (120) – asked why do we not use site 10 for offices? BW replied that it would
require re-zoning and a change in property use.
Ordinary Resolution Number 5 – Election of Directors
E Simpson (164) - asked if RB & JS need to be re-elected. Paul Truter replied that this
is not a requisite of the MOI.
RB thanked the Board members who are standing down: Jeremy Brown, Rob Severin
and David Spencer for their contributions over the years.
F Scherf (69) - introduced himself. He wants to continue the good work the Board is
currently doing. His vision is to improve the estate, not that it needs a lot of
improvement he concluded.
B Saverton (304) - introduced himself. He wants to assist the Board who have made
huge strides in the last 4 years.
J Quirk (272) – introduced himself. He stated that continuity in the Board is very
important. His reason for standing is that he wants to take responsibility for the future
of the estate, thereby improving the RV property prices. He wishes to become a full
member of the community.
E Simpson (163) – introduced himself. He would like to see an increase in
communication from the Board to the members. He stated that he has a large
knowledge of all sorts of strange things and experience which would be helpful.
Mark Lotwis (212) – asked why if 3 Board members are resigning, members are only
being asked to vote for 2 replacements. RB replied that an odd number of Board
members is far more suitable as the Chairman does not have a casting vote during
Board meetings. 5 Board members is the ideal number as 7 is top-heavy as has been
proved in the past.
Special Resolution Number 1 & 2 – Consolidation of residential portions and levies
thereon
RB briefly explained that only 2 sites can be consolidated and there would be 2 levies
to pay. The Architectural requirements need to be defined in accordance with
consolidation of properties.
A McKechnie (307) - asked if there are any cases of consolidated properties which
have only been paying one levy. RB replied no.
G-J Van der Grijn (22) - asked how many current consolidated sites there are. BW
replied that currently there are none. RV96 & RV97 are being treated as consolidated,
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yet this has not been registered with the deeds office. The owners have been
requested to comply with this.
J Quirk (272) - advised that all costs relating to the consolidation of sites would be
borne by the member involved.
M Lotwis (212) – asked if there are any homes currently with 16 beds? RB replied
none.
Special Resolution Number 3 – Lodges, B&B’s & Hotels
RB stated that the vision of RV is to be the best wildlife estate in the country and not
to be known for running commercial lodges. Paul Truter advised that persons can
currently apply for re-zoning as a commercial lodge and that acceptance of this
resolution, is a way of tightening up this rule.
H Spencer-Wilson (257) - asked if the Board was trying to stop commercial lodges. RB
replied that they are trying to dissuade members from operating as commercial.
A Partington (171) – stated that he bought into this estate as a residential estate and
not a commercial estate.
K Hartshorne (298) - asked how the change in the rule would affect those who are
currently operating these B&B’s. RB advised that no short term rentals (ie. Less than
30 days) would be permitted.
Special Resolution Number 4 – Threshold of voting for amendments to Architectural &
Home Owner’s Rules
RB advised that to obtain 66.6% of 304 votes is impossible to achieve. Paul Truter
further explained that standard business practice is to accept 75% in favour of all
votes cast. Still need 25% of all members to vote (76 members).
H Spencer-Wilson (257) - asked if this would affect all rules. RB replied Architectural &
Home Owners Rules only.
J Quirk (272) - advised that there is a 10 day notice period required for distribution of
Special Resolutions.
Special Resolution Number 5 – Domicilium et Excutandi address of members
Amy Jones advised that address of Domicilium be that of Raptor’s View site and not
actually where the member resides (ie. overseas).
L Konwinsky (212) - asked that wouldn’t this be restrictive as persons may be away
for 6 weeks. Amy responded that this is limited to legal action for collections.
M Lotwis (212) - asked the procedure for debt collecting. R Saverton responded that
only after 3 months overdue is legal action instituted. In the meantime, numerous
emails and internal letters would have been sent.
Ballot papers were issued to all members present and were asked to proceed with
voting.
Truter Jones collated all the votes.
RB read the results of the ballots as follows:
More than 50% of voting rights are in favour of the General Resolutions.
All Special Resolutions were passed. The new Board members elected are Fred Scherf
and Brian Saverton.
K Hartshorne (298) – gave thanks the other two candidates for putting themselves
forward.
10.

General
a). Sable Project (H Currie RV040)
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JS & BW presented on behalf of Hamish. Hamish is very involved from bringing
animals “Back to Africa” from zoos. (See attached slide-show presentation) There are
only 400 Sable left in KNP.
B Saverton (304) – asked the cost of a Sable – BW replied around R35k to R45k for
males and R70k. for females.
R Melville (225) – asked why the numbers are decreasing in Kruger? BW replied that
man-made water holes attract predators which decimate the population.
B Saverton (304) – asked if this would be a breeding project. Would we sell offspring
or retain them on the estate. BW replied if there was over population they would be
removed, same as any other species.
L Barkas (11) – asked what budget we have and how will we pay for this? BW advised
that this has not yet been investigated since member interest was still to be
determined. Donations would be accepted (as per the supplementary feeding
programme) but no one person would own a Sable antelope. Possible funding could
come from the sale of other game species.
BW asked members present if they are be keen on RV following up on this project.
Members present all responded in the positive.
G Brooke (200) asked if the presence of Sable on the estate would hinder members
from walking and cycling? BW replied that he would double-check with Hamish but he
feels that if the animals are not habituated they will be no more threat than the
impala.
R Melville (225) – mentioned that there were no serval in the game count? BW replied
that they do pass through and they are around. Animals included in the game count
figures, are only those that are seen on the day.
No objections were received with regards to utilising existing funds for the purchase of
Sable.
b). D Priest (165) – Suggested that new persons becoming members onto the estate
be billed a 1% buy-in levy as they are benefitting from all previous improvements
contributed to by founder and older members. He suggested that this may result in
the removal of the R300 Capex levy currently being charged. RB thanked Don for his
suggestion.

14.

Meeting Closure
RB requested that members join the sub-committees.
There being no further business, RB closed the meeting at 12.31pm.
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"C"
COMPANY PROFILE – FERREIRA VENTER LAWS & NEL
BACKGROUND
Ferreira Venter Laws & Nel is a well known audit firm situated in Tzaneen, Limpopo. The firm was founded in 1948
by the late Mr Tony Laws and later joined by Mr Jurg Venter and Jan Ferreira, the founding partners.
The firm has a wide range of clients in different sectors including mining, wholesalers, farmers, retailers, township
developers, manufacturing, co-operatives, investment companies and other specialist industries.

We are registered with SAICA (The South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants) and SAIPA (The South African Institute of
Professional Accountants) as a training office and also with IRBA
(Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors) as Registered
Auditors (Practice number 907081A).
The firm currently has seven partners namely Mr Gideon Venter
B Com (Hons) CA(SA), Mr Jerry Coetser CA(SA), Mr Albert
Nothnagel B Com (Hons) LLB CA(SA), Ms Elize Venter B Com
(Hons) CA(SA), Ms Carina Gouws B Compt (Hons) CA(SA), Ms
Juanita de Lange B Com (Hons) CA(SA) and Mr Philip Coetser B
Compt (Hons) CA(SA) all of whom are Chartererd Accountants
and Registered Auditors.
We have a staff compliment of about fifty made up of partners as
set out above, managers as well as trainee accountants,
secreterial staff and other support staff.

SERVICES
We provide the following services to our clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit and assurance
Accounting services
Business and corporate advisory
Company secreterial services
Estate planning and administration
Forensic services
Tax consulting and planning
Tax returns
Tax/PAYE/UIF/SDL etc.
Wills and trusts

CONTACT DETAILS
Telephone: (015) 307 3750
Email:
Physical address: Lex Numeri building, 32 Peace str, Tzaneen.
Postal address: Po Box 962, Tzaneen, 0850.

info@fvln.co.za

To

:

Raptures View Wildlife Estate
Mr Byron Wright
byron@raptorsviewhoa.co.za
071 675 2525

Nr
Date

: 180688000
: 26 June 2018

From

:

Bruce Thompson

Cell

: 083 226 8572

QUOTATION: WATER STORAGE RESERVOIR
We thank you for your valued enquiry of 21 June 2018, and have pleasure in responding as follows:

"D"

YOUR EXPRESSED REQUIREMENT: A quotation for 1 x HT 1800/3 COLOUR Rainbow Reservoir, complete with specified additional
fittings, delivered and installed on site at Stand 10, Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate, Hoedspruit, Limpopo.
QUOTATION FOR: As Above:
RESERVOIR MODEL:
DIMENSIONS:
Height:
Diameter:
Capacity:
PRICE:
5% DISCOUNT
SUB TOTAL
COLOUR:
TOTAL:

HT 1800/3 ***
3.45m
16.89m
773 000ℓ
R 527 890.00
R 26 395.00
R 501 450.00
R 48 356.00
R 549 806.00

(VAT, delivery, site preparation and assembly charges excluded)
5% DISCOUNT HAS BEEN GIVEN TO YOU ON THE TANK ONLY AS A RETURN CLIENT
***

REQUIRES A REINFORCED CONCRETE RING-BEAM AS FOUNDATION AND JACKS TO
FACILITATE THE POSITIONING OF THE ROOF TRUSSES

SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL FITTINGS: HT 1800/3
DESCRIPTION
QTY:
UNIT PRICE
160mm Overflow c/w GS piping
01
R 4 585-00
160mm Inlet Flanged c/w GS Piping
01
R 4 585-00
160mm Flanged Outlet c/w Gate Valve
01
R 7 499-00
160mm Vortex Inhibitor
01
R 3 350-00
160mm Scour Drain Assembly
01
R 11 669-00
Level Indicator
01
R 2 843-00
350mm Wind Turbine Extractor
01
R 2 340-00
TOTAL PRICE: (Excl VAT)

1.

TOTAL
R 4 585-00
R 4 585-00
R 7 499-00
R 3 350-00
R 11 669-00
R 2 843-00
R 2 340-00
R 36 871-00

QUOTED PRICE PER UNIT INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reservoir walls made from G 300 structural steel plate (minimum thickness 1 mm) hot-dip coated with Zincalume®
alloy and designed to afford superior corrosion resistance, strength and durability to the complete structure.
(Lifespan 40 years plus)
UV Stabilized, reinforced, heavy duty 1000g/m2 PVC liner of international food grade quality, certified suitable for the
storage of POTABLE WATER fit for Human consumption.
All-steel, low-profile, dome roof complete with fitted lockable inspection hatch.
Fitted steel inspection access ladder.
One 50mm overflow flange and PVC down pipe.
One 50mm outlet fitted with high quality ball valve.
One 50mm inlet w/o valve.
Dust & Vermin Proofing

However, outlets, scours, valves and other accessories in a variety of sizes and forms can be acquired and fitted to our reservoirs
according to customer’s requirements but subject to further quotation.
TERMS, CONDITIONS & FEATURES:
DIRECTORS: W.M. THOMPSON; B.M. THOMPSON
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1.

PRICE VALID FOR 20 DAYS FROM DATE HEREOF:

2.

We are an

3.

All Rainbow Reservoirs incorporate a steel domed roof as a standard component of their structure.
The cost of the roof therefore forms part of the cost of each Rainbow Reservoir except where a client specifically
opts for the roof to be excluded.

NOTE 1:

accredited supplier.

Our reservoirs are:
•
Relocatable should the need ever arise.
•
Available in a series of environmentally friendly colourbond colours.
(at a slightly higher cost).
•
Adaptable to the ecologically and economically commendable practise of rainwater harvesting, through the
inexpensive addition of our patented guttering system to the reservoir roof.
•
UNDERWRITTEN BY A TWELVE-YEAR QUALITY WARRANTY.

•

DELIVERY: The quoted reservoir is not a stock item and would therefore be subject to a delivery delay of approximately
six weeks. This period would be offset to some extent by the time taken to cast and cure the concrete ring-beam required
as wall foundations for the units quoted on, which would take approximately three weeks in total.

•
•

TRANSPORTATION:
LOAD
Transportation costs in respect of the reservoir quoted on above, to your site at STAND 10, RAPTOR’S VIEW WILDLIFE
ESTATE, HOEDSPRUIT, LIMPOPO, would amount to R 8 400.00 excluding VAT.

•

ASSEMBLY TEAM:
Transportation and subsistence expenses relating to our assembly team travelling to and from site at STAND 10,
RAPTOR’S VIEW WILDLIFE ESTATE, HOEDSPRUIT, LIMPOPO, would amount to R 6 510.00 excluding VAT.

•

ON-SITE ASSEMBLY: In the case of the reservoir as quoted above, our charge for assembly by one of our accredited
assembly teams would be as follows:

MODEL
HT 1800/3

ASSEMBLY AMOUNT PER UNIT
(Excl VAT)
R 27 225-00

ASSEMBLY TOTAL
(Excl VAT)
R 27 225-00

(by accredited assembly team on correctly pre-prepared site)
•

SITE PREPARATION:
Site preparation for the reservoir as quoted on above, is a demanding process involving, iter alia, the casting a reinforced
concrete ring-beam foundation on which to seat the reservoir’s walls.
The correct execution of this aspect is key to the success of the complete installation and long term life and serviceability
of each reservoir.
It is, therefore, our strong recommendation that only individuals, skilled, and fully capable of undertaking such site-works
be used to effect this work.
If you prefer, for economic reasons, to undertake the casting of the ring-beam yourself, we will provide related Engineer
Plans which MUST BE METICULOUSLY FOLLOWED by those casting the ring-beam.
Alternatively, we would be most willing to undertake the work concerned at the rate specified below.

MODEL

HT 1800/3

NOTE 1.
NOTE 2.

NOTE 3.
NOTE 4.

REINFORCED CONCRETE
RINGBEAM
(Material & labour included)
R 158 100.00

TOTAL
(Excluding VAT)
R 158 100.00

The above quoted prices are budget prices, subject to adjustment once best available local prices for various
materials and charge-out rates for equipment have been secured.
To facilitate stabilization of the liner and the complete structure immediately once the liner has been fitted and
secured in the reservoirs, at least 80 000ℓ water must be available on site to be pumped into the tank.
Provision of this water is the responsibility of the customer.
On site assembly of the reservoir concerned is undertaken by means of a jacking system designed for this purpose.
The number and cost of jacks required in this connection are as reflected below.
If, in the assessment of our installation team the nature of the ground on the intended reservoir site calls for testing
and / or any extraordinary earth-works the cost of such testing and ground stabilization shall be for the customer’s
account.
Accordingly, and to obviate time wasting and additional expense it is recommended that ground tests be conducted
on the proposed reservoir site ahead of further planning, in this regard to determine the load bearing capacity of the
ground on the proposed site.
DIRECTORS: W.M. THOMPSON; B.M. THOMPSON
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RAINBOW RESERVOIRS (PTY) LTD cannot accept responsibility for deficiencies or weakness applicable to the
structure of the substrate of the reservoir site.

MODEL
HT 1800/3

•

NUMBER OF JACKS
REQUIRED
22

HIRE OF JACKING SYSTEM:
(Inclusive of Transport)
HIRE RATE PER
NR DAYS REQUIRED
DAY PER JACK
PER TANK
R 320-00
3

TOTAL PRICE PER TANK
(Excl VAT)
R 21 120-00

INDUCTIONS & MEDICALS:
Members of our Assembly Team are medically examined annually by Government appointed Medical Officers authorized to
conduct OHS Act Medical Examinations and issue related certificates. Such certificates are available for scrutiny if required.
Should our assembly team members be required to undergo additional site- specific medicals, related charges, including
applicable standing time, at the rate of R 2 000-00 per person per day (excluding VAT) will be raised and invoiced
separately.
Down-time associated with waiting for site inductions to be conducted, will attract equal charges where time thus spent by
assembly team members is considered to be excessive.

•

SAFETY FILE:
Costs attached to providing you with our safety files will amount to R 6 000-00 each.

•

PAYMENT TERMS:
Our payment terms envisage a deposit of 60% of the quoted total price, of the order, being paid into our bank account upon
placement of a formal order and the balance payable upon delivery of the order.

The product and service offered by us in this quotation is of the highest international quality and standard, completely
landscape friendly, and backed by a 12 YEAR WARRANTY.
We are therefore confident of being able to ensure your complete satisfaction should you decide to favour us with your order.
Our considerable, diverse and extremely satisfied client base fully endorses the confidence we have in our offering in this
regard.
We hope the foregoing is acceptable to you and that we will hear further from you in this connection in due course.
Yours faithfully,

BRUCE THOMPSON
COST SUMMARY:
MODEL

HT 1800/3
1 030 000ℓ

PRICE:
5% DISCOUNT
SUB TOTAL
COLOUR:
TOTAL:
BORDER CHARGES:
TRANSPORT:
LOAD
TRANSPORT
TEAM
ASSEMBLY:

R
R
R
R
R
N/A
R

527 890.00
26 395.00
501 450.00
48 356.00
549 806.00

R

6 510.00

R

27 225-00

SITE PREPARATION:
RINGBEAM:

Clients Undertaking
R 158 100.00

8 400.00

SITE VISIT RINGBEAM:

R

5 040.00

EQUIPMENT HIRE
JACKS:
ADDITIONAL FITTINGS:
MEDICALS /
INDUCTIONS:

R

21 120-00

SAFETY FILE:

R
36 871-00
TBA
Client to specify
requirements
Refer to pg. 02
R
6 000-00

SUB-TOTAL:
(EXCL VAT)
VAT:

R 819 072-00

TOTAL:

R 941 932-80

R 122 860-80

DIRECTORS: W.M. THOMPSON; B.M. THOMPSON
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Proposed Amendments to the Estate Rules
1

Amendments to the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Home Owners’ Rules
Paragraph 5.6 (Special Resolution Number 1
“5.6

Noise Levels
The volume of music, vehicles, electronic or musical instruments, entertainment and
activity of persons, should be at such a level so as not to cause a nuisance to any
other persons on the Estate. No noise will be permitted from 22h00 until 06h30 each
day and power tools may only be used during the hours of 06:3007:30 to 17:30 on
Mondays to Fridays and 08:00 to 13:00 on Saturdays.”

2
2.1

Amendments to the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Architectural Rules
Paragraph 5.2 (Special Resolution Number 2)
“5.2

In an effort to ensure continuous aesthetic control on the Estate, all Members
wishing to undertake any Building Projects on a Residential Portion shall, prior
to commencing such Building Project, submit plans therefor to the Board for its
approval and ensure that the Contractors appointed to carry out the project are
registered with the Association in accordance with the applicable Estate Rules.

5.2A

In the event that a Building Project concerns the construction of new buildings
or extensions and external alterations to existing buildings on a Residential
Portion, the Member wishing to undertake such Building Project shall procure
that:

2.2

5.2A.1

prior to the submission of plans to the Board in respect of such Building
Project in terms of paragraph 5.2, the Residential Portion is surveyed by
a qualified and registered land surveyor; and

5.2A.2

the plans submitted to the Board in respect of such Building Project are
accompanied by an electronic and a hard copy of the survey diagram of
the Residential Portion prepared pursuant to paragraph 5.2A.1, which
depicts the situation of the existing or proposed structures on the
Residential Portion in relation to neighbouring Residential Portions and
the boundary lines of the Residential Portion on which the new buildings
or extensions and external alterations are proposed to be built.”

Paragraph 11.4 (Special Resolution Number 3)
“11.4

Carports, Covered Patios, Pergolas, Bomas / Lapas.

2

11.4.1

11.4.1.1

Carports, covered patios and pergolas must be constructed with gum
poles with one of the following approved coverings:
pitched thatch roofs with or without gables;

11.4.1.2

approved Lath Sunscreens or Lath screening walls to conceal or
contain the area;

11.4.1.3

mesh reinforced waterproofed screed on Lath support with a 100
millimetre fall over 6 metres (the colour of the waterproofing must be
black to match aged thatch);

11.1.4.4

Lath Sunscreens covered by translucent polycarbonate sheeting
concealed behind a Lath facia and not visible from common areas or
neighbouring Residential Portions; or

11.1.4.5

canvas covering, provided that the prior written approval therefor is
obtained from the Board;. or

11.4.1.6

Lath roofs or pergola roof sunscreens with a maximum permitted
angle of roof of 5 degrees covered by factory powder coated steel
sheeting which is dark brown or black in colour (which colour shall
be approved by the Board prior to installation) and concealed behind
a Lath facia on all exposed sides, provided that the aforesaid
materials are depicted on the plans submitted to the Board for
approval in terms of paragraph 5.2 with detailed cross sections,
specifications and provided further that prior written approval therefor
is obtained from the Board. A diagram depicting the minimum
requirements for the aforesaid steel roof sheeting is set out below.

3

11.4.2

2.3

The installation of solar panels on the roofs referred to in
paragraph 11.4.1.6 shall be permitted with the prior written approval of
the Board, provided that such solar panels concealed and detailed on the
plans submitted to the Board for approval in terms of paragraph 5.2.”

Paragraph 11.7 (Special Resolution Number 3)
“11.7

General
Subject to paragraph 11.4, Nno metal sheeting or shade netting is permitted to
be used as a roofing material on any Residential Portion.”

"F"

P O Box 1502 HOEDSPRUIT 1380
NO 14, Safari Junction
Main Road Hoedspruit

Tel: 015 793 0267
(South Africa only) Fax: 0866 840 514
Email: rvhoa@mweb.co.za

PROXY FORM
I / We ………………………………………………….………………………………………………………
(NAME/S IN BLOCK LETTERS)

the registered owner(s) / duly authorised representative of the registered owner(s) of stand(s)
…………………..…..… (being a member(s) in good standing), hereby appoint
………………………………………………………………………… or failing him/her, the chairperson
of the annual general meeting, as my / our proxy to vote on my / our behalf at the annual general
meeting of Raptor’s View Home Owners’ Association NPC (“the Association”) to be held at the
White Rhino Hall (behind Pick n Pay centre), Hoedspruit, on Saturday, 4 August 2018, at 10h00
for the purpose of considering, and if deemed fit, passing, with or without modification, the
resolutions to be proposed at the meeting, and at any adjournment thereof, and to vote for or
against the resolutions or to abstain from voting in accordance with the following instructions:

Resolution

In favour
of

Against

ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 1
The approval of the minutes of the previous annual general
meeting of the Association
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 2
The presentation of the audited annual financial statements of
the Association for the financial year ended 28 February 2018
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 3
The reappointment of Ferreira, Venter, Laws and Nel as the
auditors of the Association
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 4
The approval of capital expenditure for the purpose of acquiring
and erecting a second zinc coated steel tank from Rainbow
Reserves
SPECIAL RESOLUTION NUMBER 1
The approval of the amendment of paragraph 5.6 of the
Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Home Owners Rules (the use of
power tools)

Directors: J Scorer; R Braun; F Scherf; B Saverton; L Henderson

Abstain

2

SPECIAL RESOLUTION NUMBER 2
The approval of the amendment of the Raptor’s View Wildlife
Estate Architectural Rules by the insertion of a new paragraph
5.2A (the surveying of Residential Portions)
SPECIAL RESOLUTION NUMBER 3
The approval of the amendment of paragraphs 11.4 and 11.7 of
the Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate Architectural Rules (steel
sheeting and installation of solar panels)

Indicate how you wish your vote to be cast by way of a cross in the spaces provided above.
Unless otherwise instructed as above, my / our proxy may vote as he / she thinks fit.
Signed on this ………………day of………………………………..2018

………………………………………..
SIGNATURE(S)
Notes:
1.

All signed proxy forms must be delivered to the Association as soon as possible, but in any event
before the proxy exercises any rights of a member at the meeting.

2.

A member may appoint one person of his / her choice as proxy by inserting the name of such person
in the space provided. Any such proxy need not be a member of the Association. The member may
insert the name of the proxy in the space provided, with or without deleting the words “the chairperson
of the annual general meeting”. In the event that no name is indicated, the proxy shall be exercised
by the chairperson.

3.

Unless revoked, this proxy shall remain valid until the end of the meeting, even if the meeting or part
thereof is postponed or adjourned.

4.

If a member gives contradictory instructions in relation to any matter or any additional resolution(s)
are properly put before the meeting, the proxy shall be entitled to vote or abstain from voting, as he
thinks fit, in relation to that resolution or matter. If, however, the member has provided further written
instructions which accompany this form and which indicate how the proxy should vote or abstain from
voting in any of the circumstances referred to above, the proxy shall comply with those instructions.

5.

Any alteration to this proxy form must be initialed by the signatory.

Chairperson’s Report
Firstly I would like to take this opportunity to thank Byron Wright, Tinus Koen, Dirk
Lourens, Wilna Mew and our “on the ground” team for their dedication and hard work
on the estate. Their efforts have contributed to a significant amount of maintenance
and improvements being achieved this year on an ever growing estate and always
carried out enthusiastically and never any complaints about workload. This team’s
efforts go a long way to making Raptor’s View one of the best estates in the country
for which we have already received recognition.
Thanks go to Roz Saverton for conducting our administration and finances
conscientiously and with extreme accuracy.
The board is proud to report that the last of the large bad debts was settled in April
this year and we are now very much on top of this situation thanks to Roz and her
strict controls in this regard. Three years back when I joined the board in July 2015,
the doubtful debt provision was sitting at R305 000.00, whereas it is now down to
R1 519.00 at end June 2018. This is no mean feat. I certainly do not take credit for
this as the initiative Richard Braun started when he took over the Chair by engaging
Truter Jones to assist RVHOA in these matters was the driving force behind the
success. Roz now has the backup required to reduce the bad debts on an ongoing
basis.
Last but not least I need to thank my fellow board members for the support and hours
they put in to help management ensure the smooth running of this machine, Raptor’s
View. It is very much appreciated.
Richard Braun and Fred Scherf will unfortunately resign as directors at the AGM on 4
August 2018.
Raptor’s View Home Owners Association particularly need to thank Richard Braun for
his 7 years of dedicated service to Raptor’s View Board. During his tenure he was
instrumental in many of the much needed fundamental changes and many important
issues being addressed. I thanked him in my letter last year when taking over from
him as Chairperson and I do so again. A very big thanks to Richard from RVHOA and
myself for your many hours of dedication.
Fred Scherf, is leaving due to business commitments. He is now more in
Johannesburg and overseas than he initially planned to be. Thank you for your
contribution this year Fred. We wish you the best in your business ventures.
Security
The year has not been without its challenges. One of the biggest challenges was the
spate of burglaries on the estate by a gang whose leader was based in Acornhoek.

We are pleased to announce that the ring-leader is currently enjoying state
accommodation due to the joint efforts of Farm Watch, Canyon Risk Security and
Protract assisting the SAPS. Four of his accomplices were also arrested and many
people had quite a number of stolen items returned to them.
We have taken cognisance of the wishes of the members and as a result we have
started to deploy cameras in strategic areas. We purchased 10 infra-red cameras for
our fence line with transmission abilities to a control room with good picture quality
and detection abilities.
The fence itself has been strengthened, old sections replaced and upgraded by Byron
and his team making it far more difficult for someone to crawl under and not set off the
alarm. This is obviously an ongoing project.
An additional management road was put in at the southern end of the estate to
facilitate a much faster response time for phase 3 and the southern section of phase
3. Canyon Risk also have their response vehicle coming on to Raptors to assist with
patrols when it is not needed in town for additional support and visibility.
Telkom Project
This has been another major challenge for the Communications sub-committee and
the Board. We had to stop work on the project due to non-compliance and distribution
boxes being constructed in the wrong places etc. But the biggest issue was a contract
not being in place with Telkom and continuous delays in this regard from their side,
where they kept moving the goalposts with regards to our initial discussions and
agreements with them. The negotiations are ongoing, in the meantime our
subcommittee is working on an alternative should all go pear-shaped with Telkom and
we are unable to reach a reasonable agreement with them.
Ecology
The drought has continued to reduce the grazing for our animals and we had to
supplement feed during most of the year.
Unfortunately with such a long drought, our palatable grasses will take many years to
re-establish themselves most especially with current carrying capacities. It is for this
reason that Dr Currie, management and the Board decided to put the proposed sable
introduction on hold. This will be considered once Dr Currie feels it will be feasible
and sustainable.
You were sent Dr Mike Peel’s report earlier this year and the suggested take-offs are
being effected. Dr Peel has worked in this geographical area for almost 30 years now
he is held in high esteem by many in the industry, in the Greater Kruger Area and
surrounds.

Feeding of animals by home owners is still a major problem. A lady on Moditlo was
recently gored by a male Nyala which had very obviously been fed and habituated.
This is an extremely dangerous situation no matter what the animal. It creates what
is often termed as a “problem animal” when in fact it is the animal feeding human that
is the problem animal. Problem animals often land up losing their life due to this
irresponsible behaviour no matter how well meaning.
Feeding birds is not as kind to the bird as you think it may be, because they become
habituated and are always on that spot at that time for their food, making them easy
pickings for raptors, African wild cats etc. The practice also habituates primates to
your home.
Speeding
This topic always comes up at every AGM and remains a major problem, by now most
of you would have heard of the judgment relating to Mount Edgecombe with regards
to not allowing domestic workers to walk on the estate and (the ruling which affects us
most) not being allowed to impose a speed limit, trap and fine for speeding without
recourse to the National Road Traffic Act of SA and that even if it is in an estate under
law our roads are classified public roads and need to fully conform with the National
Road Traffic Act.
The board decided to be proactive and start the process of legalisation, we applied to
the Limpopo Department of Transport to legalise our speed limit, road signs and to
have someone trained to be a speed control officer, our 30kmph speed limit and road
signs were approved and signed off by the MEC, however, we are still in negotiations
with regards an onsite officer. We have requested that the Limpopo Department ask
the traffic officers from Maruleng to come and trap on Raptors, the revenue for this will
obviously go to Maruleng, if the few speedsters want to buffer the municipal coffers
then continue to speed, but you will not be looked upon kindly by your fellow estate
residents. If speeding continues we may be forced to put in large speed humps to
slow the traffic down.
Water Project
The water project has been proven to be worth its weight in gold. When town has
been without water for two days we have not even noticed it on Raptors and been able
to run on the tank under normal usage for two days.
The second ring beam is in, you will see under resolutions that we have acquired
quotations to install the 2nd tank effectively doubling up our capacity. In addition we
plan to apply for two boreholes as backup for filling the tank if there is an extended
outage from municipal supply.
Construction and Renovation of Homes
RVHOA now have 239 built and 9 in the process of being built on the estate. As the
last few stands are now being built on we have picked up some historical issues, and

unfortunately found that one or two of the homes encroach on to their next door stand.
The board has decided, in order to avoid any more of these anomalies that for all
additions and new builds the properties will have to be surveyed prior to the plans
being submitted to RVHOA for approval. Please bear in mind that the ultimate
responsibility of the placement of the house rests with the owner of the property.
Occupation Health and Safety / Construction sites
An important matter which needs to be budgeted for by members when embarking on
future builds, is the compulsory presence of an Occupational Health and Safety
Compliance office. A safety book needs completion and the site needs to be properly
screened off. We will send out more information on this in due course as Raptors
View is working toward being fully compliant in this matter. Staff are currently
undergoing training. The penalties for noncompliance have increased tenfold in the
case of Occupational Health and Safety. They have introduced a 5 year prison penalty
for negligence and non-compliance - that is how highly regulated this industry has
become. The landowner is the first one in line if a charge is laid.
POPI Act
RVHOA in this next year and the foreseeable future will face new challenges with the
introduction of the new Protection of Personal Information Act when it comes into play.
We have to ensure full compliance. The penalties for noncompliance in this instance
will be sever, so this is a subject to be taken seriously by Management and Directors.
Proposed Buffalo Camp Development
Some may be aware that there was a proposed development EIA investigation on the
old Buffalo Breeding property. Documents were attached to the fence of the property
for scrutiny as the owner wanted to rezone 2 hectare into business rights and 4 hectare
into Residential 3. This effectively means they can put up to 60 units per hectare on
the 4 residential hectares. No mention of the type of businesses on the two business
hectares.
For those who do not know, this 6 hectare property is situated at the far north Eastern
corner of the Estate next to our contractors’ gate. According to the original sale
agreement this is part of Raptors View and needs to comply with the MOI and rules of
RVHOA. The servitude for this property is via Raptors Main Gate. The board along
with many others sent in a very strong objection to this development.
The reply from the Environmental Assessors below was sent to all objectors as follows.
Dear Interested and affected parties
Thank you very much for your registration and correspondence. You have been
registered as an Interested and Affected party and will be kept informed.

To date there have been several concerns, objections, comments and issues lodged.
We assure you that these have all been sent to the developer.
Please take note that the application has not yet been submitted to LEDET for
environmental authorisation as we are at the beginning of the process.
The developer is re-evaluating the application and in time will be us know.
A public participation meeting is envisaged sometime around August 2018 so that
these issues can be clarified, but we will keep you up to date and let you know.

Please be assured your board is working on this matter and will ensure that the best
interests of our Estate will be looked after.
Just to dispel any rumours that may arise the developer is not Mr T Jordan.
General
Our Architectural Guide Lines, Contractors and updated Home Owners’ rules have all
been approved over this past year. Ongoing written policies and procedures in all
matters are being put into place to make it easier for future board members and/or
management coming in. They are now in line with the MOI.
The Management and Board look forward to a productive year in keeping this estate
as one of the most sought after living environments and improving the beautiful estate
of ours where ever possible.
It has been a pleasure to be of service to the RVHOA with the assistance of my
competent board and Management.
Regards

Janine Scorer
Chairperson RVHOA

